Messiah College has a new Text Alert provider. If you were signed-up prior to the start of this academic year, you must re-enroll/sign up, as your information in the old system will not roll over. The NEW carrier is RAVE ALERT.

To sign up for TEXT ALERTS, go to the Need to Know Portal on MCSquare and click on Text Alert System.

1. Enter your cell phone number & carrier

2. If you do not see your carrier, allow the default that is pre-selected in the list (that is the result from our lookup tool). Many smaller carriers utilize the larger carrier networks for short code messaging, and our lookup has the most up to date information. It should populate something for you. If it does not, then at this time you will not be able to get text, but you will get emails.

3. You will receive cell text, with a code from RAVE Alert (see below)

4. Enter your code where indicated on the web site.

5. You will receive another cell text as confirmation.